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03. Can an employee be suspended during a
workplace investigation? Are there any conditions on
suspension (eg, pay, duration)? 
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There is no legislation on temporary suspension in the event of a workplace investigation or similar. In
some situations, the employer may relieve the employee from their working obligation with pay for a short
period.
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Yes, an employee can be suspended or placed on administrative leave during an investigation if the
circumstances warrant it. It is recommended to include the right to suspend in employee-facing policies.
The employee should be informed about the suspension in writing, by issuing a suspension letter. In
practice, a suspension is used when the charges against the employee are serious or if the employee’s
presence at the workplace is likely to prejudice the investigation in any manner (eg, where there are
concerns that evidence may be tampered with or witnesses pressurised). The requirement to suspend the
employee should be assessed on a case-by-case basis and should not be exercised in every instance. If an
employee is suspended, the investigation and inquiry should be completed as quickly as possible.

Further, concerning payment during the period of suspension, the law varies depending on the state and
the category of employee. Generally, Indian law requires that individuals who are “workmen” be paid a
subsistence allowance during the period of suspension, usually at the rate of 50% of their regular wages
during the first 90 days of the suspension, and at varying rates thereafter. The exact rates at which
subsistence allowance is paid will vary from state to state. In our experience, many companies choose to
suspend employees with full salary even if there is an applicable subsistence allowance statute. This helps
take some pressure off of the timeline within which the investigation and subsequent disciplinary inquiry
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can be completed.
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